A pore-scale investigation of a multiphase porous media system.
Pore-scale processes govern fundamental behavior in multiphase porous media systems. A high-resolution, three-dimensional image of the interior of a multiphase porous media system was obtained using synchrotron X-ray tomography. The system was imaged at a resolution of 12.46 mum following entrapment of the nonwetting phase at residual saturation. First, the physically representative network structure of the porous media system is extracted from the void space. This provides a direct mapping of the pore bodies and throats and enables pore-level calculations of coordination numbers, aspect ratios, and pore body and throat correlations. Next, algorithms developed to calculate properties of the entrapped nonwetting phase, such as volume, sphericity, interfacial area, and orientation, are applied to the residual nonwetting phase blobs. Finally, correlations between the pore network structure and nonwetting phase characteristics are examined. As expected, it was found that the nonwetting phase was trapped primarily in the largest pore spaces, the pore bodies with the highest aspect ratios, and the pore bodies with the highest coordination numbers. This work shows that, while there may be limitations related to the ability to capture REV-sized domains for some of the multiphase flow properties and phenomena, high-resolution X-ray tomography is able to provide the high quality datasets needed to observe and quantify the pore-scale phenomena and processes that govern multiphase flow in unconsolidated porous media systems.